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Executive Summary

Introduction

The United Nations Development Group Iraq Trust Fund (UNDG ITF or the Trust Fund), was established in 2004 as part of a two-window funding mechanism of the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI). PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) was selected in a competitive bidding process to conduct an independent Lessons Learned Exercise (LLE) which began in August 2010 and was completed end of May 2011.

The objectives of the LLE as stated in the UNDG ITF LLE Terms of Reference (ToR) are:

1. To assess the development effectiveness of the programmes and projects administered under the UNDG ITF and to showcase the contributions and results of UNDG ITF towards recovery, reconstruction and development efforts in Iraq.
2. To assess the effectiveness of the UNDG ITF processes in supporting compliance with the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness principles and the United Nations (UN) reform process in Iraq.
3. To understand the relevance of design, legal arrangements and governance mechanisms for the UNDG ITF as well as the UN internal coordination arrangements within a two-window fund in terms of recovery, reconstruction and development priorities and challenges, highlighting their contribution to the achievement of development results in Iraq.
4. To provide an evidence base for the UN system and the Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) Office for the development and refinement of new and existing MDTFs, respectively.
5. To guide the Government of Iraq (GoI), donors and United Nations Country Teams (UNCTs) in establishing effective coordination and operational mechanisms in support of aid and development effectiveness.

Methodology

The LLE builds on findings from 60 independent evaluations of UNDG ITF programmes and projects that were commissioned by the UN agencies participating in the UNDG ITF, as well as on lessons learned from earlier reviews of the UNDG ITF conducted by PwC in 2005 and Scanteam in 2008. The LLE takes a methodical approach to generating lessons learned over the life of UNDG ITF. The key guiding principles include:

1. **Fact- and evidence-based review:** Numbers and figures were sought throughout the LLE to support stakeholder perspectives received during the exercise as well as to supplement the information received from secondary information sources.
2. **A two-perspective approach to analysis:** As the UNDG ITF approached its planned closure, the LLE considered the overall contribution of the Trust Fund to the development of Iraq, and how the fund structure supported the programmatic operations of the UN Country Team (UNCT) at a macro level. In addition, the LLE performed a detailed analysis of the evaluation reports of 60 projects and programmes to generate lessons around the operational and development effectiveness of UNDG ITF at a micro level. These two lenses contributed significantly to identifying lessons learned and producing evidence-based recommendations.
3. **Multi-stakeholder review:** More than 120 interviews were conducted during the various stages of the LLE, with key implementing partners represented by donors at headquarters and field level, staff at national and local levels of the GoI, all participating UN agencies, and the major Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). While most interviews were conducted in person in Amman, Baghdad, Erbil and New York, a few interviews were held over the phone. In addition, several meetings organized with the Chairperson of the UNDG ITF Steering Committee (SC), the Steering Committee Support Office (SCSO) and the UN MDTF Office provided numerous details and perspectives on the UNDG ITF that were used throughout the LLE.
4. **Use of pre-defined parameters for the operations and development reviews:** As indicated in the UNDG ITF LLE ToR, the operational-effectiveness review was guided by the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness principles endorsed by the donor community as general guidelines for aid effectiveness in 2005 and adopted by the GoI in 2008. The agreed-on parameters for operational effectiveness included
Trust Fund design and structure, alignment, harmonization, national ownership, development of national capacity, management for development results, and accountability.

The development effectiveness review was guided by the parameters of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development – Development Assistance Committee (OECD DAC)'s criteria for assessing development aid. The parameters ensured the use of clear, globally defined concepts and criteria that facilitated the review and analysis. The development effectiveness review was based on development results, efficiency, effectiveness, relevance and sustainability.

**Context of the LLE**

Any discussion of lessons learned must take into consideration the unique and challenging situation that Iraq has faced for more than two decades. Two successive Gulf wars followed by economic sanctions; political instability; the centralized nature of governance mechanisms; an imbalanced allocation of resources; and a lack of investment in infrastructure, environment and social services have had a devastating impact on the country's ability to grow its economy and support the needs of the population.

In the aftermath of the 2003 conflict, a critical period, the UN played a key role in supporting the evolution of the electoral and democratic processes in Iraq. The emerging political process in Iraq has faced major challenges, however, as violence and insurgency continue to hamper the pace of the country's political, economic and social reform and decentralization processes.

The UNDG ITF was created as part of the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI) in 2003. The facility helped donors channel their contributions through international organizations—the UN and the World Bank (WB)—and provided a platform for smaller donors without the means or will to be directly present in Iraq to make contributions. In addition, donors welcomed the involvement of the UN and the WB in the recovery and reconstruction efforts in Iraq given their reliable and transparent procurement and operational practices and implementation capacities.

Out of the total of US$33 billion pledged by donors, US$1.86 billion were allocated to IRFFI, including US$1.36 billion for the UNDG ITF and US$496 million for the World Bank ITF. As defined in the original IRFFI ToR, the UNDG ITF was asked to focus on quick-impact projects and transition activities to be implemented in a rapid and flexible way. Over the years, the UNDG ITF proved to be one of the main funding mechanisms for the UNCT in Iraq to undertake its planned projects and programmes. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) was mandated to act as the Administrative Agent (AA) of the UNDG ITF.

After the attack on UN Headquarters in August 2003, both UN and WB physically relocated the Iraq operations to neighbouring countries, principally to Jordan, and resumed operations remotely. At the end of 2003, many international stakeholders in Iraq worked under the assumption that the extremely difficult situation in Iraq would gradually improve. Based on that assumption, donors expected rapid disbursement, quick project implementation and visible impact on the ground. Unfortunately, most of these expectations proved unrealistic and the political and security situation in Iraq continued to deteriorate, especially between 2004 and 2007.

During and after this period, the instability on the ground in Iraq severely affected reconstruction efforts by the UN and other international organizations. The security situation forced the UN to use innovative means to work in Iraq from remote locations until personnel and operations could safely return to Iraq. The UN's desire and IRFFI's requirement to show quick results through quick impact projects resulted in setting unrealistically short project durations during the design phase. As a result, the average delay in project implementation against initial plans ended up reaching 122 percent (based on 60 projects analyzed in detail). Although the situation has shown some improvement recently, the extremely difficult and particular work environment in Iraq has to be kept in mind while drawing lessons from the UNDG ITF experience.

The significant challenges that the UN faced in Iraq included weak government capacity and weak national leadership. In principle, IRFFI was designed to focus on strong government ownership by placing the Iraqi

---

1 IRFFI ToR, 11 December 2003. The ToR for IRFFI was amended in 2007 at the Donors' Meeting in Bari, Italy.
Strategic Review Board (ISRB) at the center of the IRFFI governance structure. Soliciting desired levels of government involvement remained a challenge, however, mainly due to the centralized nature of Iraqi governance structures that limited the development of sustained capacities and necessary coordination and communication structures.

The earmarking of donor contributions was another challenge for the UNDG ITF. Close to 90 percent of all contributions were earmarked for either a sector or an agency for reconstruction and recovery projects. Faced with the continuing violence on the ground and the displacement of thousands of people within Iraq, the UN was required to provide emergency and humanitarian response but could use only the un-earmarked funds for the purpose.

Despite these challenges, it is considered a significant achievement that the UNDG ITF continued to operate for seven years without significant interruption and that the participating UN organizations have been able to implement projects and deliver significant results under extremely difficult security conditions.

As of 31 December 2010, the 16 participating UN agencies approved 200 projects and programmes under the UNDG ITF. Of these, 43 are financially closed, 93 are operationally closed and 64 are under implementation. The last projects funded by the UNDG ITF were approved on 30 September 2010—the cut-off date for project approval. All UNDG ITF funded projects and programmes have been implemented in eight sectors: education; water and sanitation; health and nutrition; housing and shelter; food security: agriculture, food assistance; protection; governance; and economic reform and diversification. At the end of 2010, US$1.43 billion had been disbursed, including all donor contributions and earned interest income. A balance of US$150,603 million remains with the participating organizations for the ongoing projects.

Operational Effectiveness Review

The operational effectiveness of the UNDG ITF was examined according to the five parameters of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness (the Paris Declaration): alignment, harmonization, national ownership, management of development results, and accountability for development and operational effectiveness. In addition, the strengths and weaknesses of the fund design and governance structures as well as the effectiveness of the development of national capacity have been assessed.

It must be noted at the outset that the Paris Declaration acknowledges that its principles cannot be applied in a straightforward manner to fragile states or other environments with weak governance and capacity. An understanding of the gradual improvement in Iraq’s fragile condition is a key to assessing how effectively the Paris Declaration principles were applied over time to maximize aid effectiveness.

UNDG ITF design and governance

The governance structure of the UNDG ITF was defined in the initial IRFFI ToR in 2004, but underwent a number of refinements over the years. Over the Trust Fund’s seven years of operations, many lessons have been learned that relate to ensuring transparency, avoiding or minimizing conflicts of interest, strengthening national ownership, stakeholder engagement, and management for results. Many of these lessons were identified in earlier reviews by PwC and Scanteam, and a number of them have been acted upon.

The UNDG ITF presented a particular opportunity for the UN to adopt a common planning, funding, implementation and reporting arrangement, following the ‘UN Cluster Approach.’ Iraq was the first country to adopt and implement this approach on such a large scale. All clusters were comprised of a number of UN organizations having mandate and relevant expertise within each cluster. The cluster system was revised in 2008 and was replaced with sectors that were managed by Sector Outcome Teams (SOTs).

The governance of the UNDG ITF as well as the process of approving projects was designed to enhance stakeholder engagement. The current design of the project development and approval process, updated in

---

2 When a joint program is proposed that involves two or more agencies, each of which is undertaking a part of implementation, funding is allocated to each agency separately and shown on the UNDG ITF records as a project with a sub-code of the program code.

3 Source: MDTF Office Gateway website, UNDG Iraq Trust Fund page at URL: http://mdtf.undp.org/factsheet/fund/ITF00
2008, includes all stakeholders involved in MDTF: the GoI, donors and UN agencies. The high level of coordination and collaboration among the 16 participating UN agencies was hitherto unprecedented within the UN system and has been recognized by many as a good practice example widely seen in the Delivering as One (DaO) approach.

The political and economic situation in Iraq has improved in recent years as a result of increasingly transparent and democratic electoral processes, increased oil revenue and greater national capacity, and the lessons learned from the review of UNDG ITF governance structures. It is imperative for the UN to renew its engagement with the GoI and other development partners in the following ways, to further enhance the ability and credibility of any future trust fund:

- **Participation of the GoI on the Trust Fund Steering Committee:** The GoI should be invited to participate on the Trust Fund Steering Committee (SC) as a joint chair, to allow the government greater decision making about projects, strengthen the capacity of the GoI to review those projects and increase the efficiency of the approval process. The engagement of the government authorities on fund SCs is a common practice for many other trust funds.

- **Evolve the Trust Fund governance structures over time:** While the UNDG ITF is commended for supporting two reviews of the Trust Fund and addressing most recommendations, especially those related to governance of the fund, any future fund in a post-conflict country like Iraq should adopt a structured process of frequent review with stakeholders to allow for objective analysis and the adaptation of fund design and governance structures to maintain alignment with evolving national priorities.

- **Greater involvement of Government and NGOs in programme design and implementation:** In such an immediate post-conflict situation as Iraq, the UN has a comparative advantage in supporting the implementation of recovery and reconstruction work. In the case of Iraq, the UN agencies played a significant role both as decision makers on the UNDG ITF SC and as recipients of funds to implement projects. While this could be deemed a conflict of interest, UNDG ITF was the first MDTF designed on its own, so it was important for the UN to participate as well as to engage other partners, including Government and NGOs, in the governance structure of the MDTF for greater ownership, reduced conflict of interest and shared accountability. Likewise, over the life of the MDTF and subject to political, security and other external factors, the UN should shift implementation to national partners and should continue to act as a convenor, policy advisor and coordinator for the MDTF.

- **Strengthen accountability and independent evaluation:** A key concern expressed by donors and the GoI is the lack of mandate of the UNDG ITF SC to exercise greater programmatic oversight. As per the agreed upon Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the participating UN organizations and the Administrative Agent (AA), all participating UN agencies were to undertake monitoring and evaluation in accordance with their own corporate guidelines and procedures. The lack of a uniform and decentralized approach to project monitoring and evaluation is evident from the quality of the documents, including progress reports and evaluations, which have been reviewed as part of the LLE. Additionally, the authority of the SC to allocate, approve and oversee funds can result in conflict of interest. One option to enhance oversight and accountability is to establish an independent monitoring and/or evaluating agent. A management unit, preferably with credible independence, responsible for monitoring project performances and holding UN agencies accountable for results, would certainly increase the cost of operations if added to the existing governance structure. A different model of a trust fund could be considered, however, one with a leaner governance structure such as The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. This trust fund engages an independent third party local fund agent in each country to assess, monitor and report on implementing partners. The World Bank's trust fund model also incorporates engagement of an approved, independent monitoring agent, usually locally based, which keeps the overall governance structure lean and reduces the direct involvement of Bank staff, thus reducing operational costs. Any efforts to enhance the accountability function of the MDTF are contingent upon necessary revisions in the MoU between the AA and participating UN agencies.
Alignment

According to the Paris Declaration, alignment implies that donors align their overall support with partner countries’ national development strategies, institutions and procedures.

In principle, the UNDG ITF projects approval process was aligned with national processes because it used the existing structure of the Iraqi Strategic Review Board (ISRB). In practice, the process was parallel and remote rather than fully aligned with national processes. The process of alignment with the UNDG ITF funded projects and programmes and the national priorities was facilitated largely by the Sector Outcome Teams (SOTs), which had a mandate to work closely with the relevant GoI institutions and line ministries as part of the programme and project planning process. Despite the engagement of the GoI in project design, many non-UN stakeholders felt that the whole process was nonetheless owned and guided by the UN. While most SOT members travelled to Iraq as and when needed, the SOTs were based in Amman, which limited the frequency of quality interaction with national counterparts. This was particularly an issue in the initial years of the UNDG ITF when most of the UN operations were managed remotely. Even though some UN agencies relocated to Baghdad in recent years, their location within the International Zone and the prevailing security conditions restricted the movement of staff and limited in-person interaction with the GoI and other national partners. Some GoI representatives felt that because of the remote nature of UN Country Team (UNCT) operations, the government was often a bystander during programme and project design and planning processes. As the UN agencies took the lead on key discussions at the planning stages without soliciting the GoI’s active participation, GoI officials not only missed the opportunity to have greater ownership of UNDG ITF activities but also the ability to develop their own capacities in design and planning. The situation has improved credibly in recent years, however, with the increased presence of the UN in Iraq as well as due to concerted efforts to enhance the level of GoI and UN engagement.

Another major challenge faced by the UN teams was the high level of turnover of GoI staff. In an environment characterized by weak national capacity and lack of continuity and institutional memory, the UN teams often had little option but to design projects remotely. In the short-term, this approach resulted in projects being designed and launched quickly, because they did not go through an extensive engagement with the GoI. The cost of this speedy progress, however, was some missed opportunities, including alignment with national structures, national ownership and capacity development for the GoI.

Given the nature of a pool funding mechanism such as an MDTF, information on projects by donor is not maintained. Over the years, many donors in Iraq chose to direct more funding to bilateral programmes rather than to an MDTF, to get direct visibility for their contributions. The UNDG ITF donors should, through their respective Headquarter (HQ), encourage engagement with the UNDG to address some of their concerns regarding the legal instruments and operations of MDTFs relating to issues of visibility and tracking donor earmarking at the project level. The MDTF Office, as AA, operates according to the legal instruments and AA protocol, and thus cannot make decisions on its own.

Harmonization

According to the Paris Declaration, harmonization refers to creating common agreements and arrangements at country level for planning, funding, disbursement, monitoring and reporting on donor activities and aid flow.

There is a broad consensus among development practitioners that MDTFs are useful mechanisms to encourage greater harmonization and coordination of the aid provided to a country. Given the lack of government capacity and leadership in setting priorities and systems following the 2003 conflict in Iraq and the absence of donors on the ground, the UNDG ITF provided the necessary medium and mechanism for donors to channel their respective aid contributions to Iraq’s recovery in a harmonized manner. A total of 25 donor countries contributed to a pooled funding mechanism with established structures and processes that evolved over the years to remain relevant to Iraq’s fast-changing context, ensuring effective UN engagement with the GoI. Many of these donors had no presence in Iraq and, in the absence of a trust fund, would not have been able to contribute to the international efforts relating to Iraq’s reconstruction. The UNDG ITF created common arrangements for planning, funding, disbursement and reporting on activities and aid flows, and thus reduced the cost of establishing separate processes by individual donors.

Outside of the UNDG ITF model, there was little evidence of harmonization among donors in Iraq. In fact, the study concludes that many donors failed to provide the Ministry of Planning (MoP) with adequate, timely information on bilateral contributions, thereby diminishing its ability to coordinate aid and take a leadership
role in the strategic allocation of contributions to national priorities. In fact, there was a high level of donor fragmentation, with more than 40 donors contributing a total of close to US$70 billion in aid. Despite this, further analysis of the aid flow from 2004 to 2010 together with interviews and discussions with donors highlight the fact that donors’ preferences have shifted over time to channelling aid bilaterally rather than through a trust fund mechanism.

National ownership

Under the Paris Declaration, donors are committed to respecting partner-country leadership and helping strengthen their capacity to exercise it.

Despite strong individual commitment demonstrated by Iraqi officials, the level of national ownership after the 2003 conflict has remained low due to weak institutions, lack of stable government with centralized decision making power, and inadequate human capacity resulting from outmigration and/or high personnel turnover in the public sector.

Given the mandate of the UNDG ITF for reconstruction and recovery and its focus on demonstrating quick results, there was less emphasis on fostering government capacity and ownership. For example, as noted in the UNDP project document for the Iraq Public Sector Modernization (I-PSM) programme, “an effective decentralization and modernization of public sector has not yet been achieved in Iraq.” Despite the welcome emphasis in the UN-WB Joint Needs Assessment (JNA) and other UN strategy documents on the need to support national ownership and to develop a system for decentralized and consultative formulation of development strategies, the contribution of UNDG ITF has remained inadequate even though the UNDG ITF governance mechanisms encouraged GoI engagement at all levels and the ISRB continued to serve as the highest GoI authority in approving UNDG ITF programmes and projects.

Co-financing from the government is an important aspect of national ownership, especially in the case of Iraq, which falls under the middle-income-country bracket. Consequently, there has been a strong expectation among donors and international organizations of greater contribution from the GoI towards its own development. Government co-financing allows the country to exercise stronger leadership in guiding the national development and the aid agenda while enhancing ownership of development interventions. Despite efforts of the UN to secure GoI co-financing, only limited GoI co-financing was provided. Securing such co-financing was easier in sectors where the UN has established strong and long-term relationships with line ministries. The limited co-financing is also due to the fact that the current legal framework in Iraq does not allow for government to make direct funding to an MDTF though there is high degree of commitment and interest in favour of GoI cost-sharing of UN programmes and projects.

Development of national capacity

According to the Paris Declaration, the "capacity to plan, manage, implement and account for results...is critical for achieving development objectives."

The UNDG ITF stakeholders corroborated the overall efforts of the UN agencies in developing Iraqi capacities between 2004 and 2010, at both institutional and individual levels. Of the 60 UNDG ITF programmes or projects reviewed, 73.3 percent had a clear focus on capacity development.

A major weakness on the part of the UN and other international partners has been the absence of a structured assessment of available capacities in order to effectively address capacity gaps as part of UNDG ITF programmes and projects. Most evaluation reports consulted during the LLE fail to provide evidence that demonstrates the level of change or improvement in capacities or to track the ripple effects of UNDG ITF supported capacity development. The ability to measure capacity development is also affected by weakness in the results frameworks of programmes and projects that were reviewed as part of this lessons learned exercise. There is also a lack of post-training follow-up to track the effects of capacity development. In the absence of a structured approach to track and assess capacity development, evidence that might be used to measure progress is mostly anecdotal.

The most significant focus of the UNDG ITF-funded projects that relates to capacity development was at an individual level, with training conducted both inside and outside of Iraq. In addition to individual trainings, a number of training-of-trainers exercises and study tours were conducted. Most of the participants who benefited from these interventions were involved in project implementation, including government counterparts, project staff or other implementing partners. Another challenge that the UN agencies faced,
however, was the selection of participants for the organized training events. According to some GoI stakeholders, the UN did not follow a robust approach to selecting participants for various capacity development activities. On the other hand, the UN agencies mostly relied on the Government to nominate officials for such events. The Ministry of Planning and Development Cooperation (MoPDC) recommended that each ministry should establish a Human Resources Directorate with a well-defined capacity-development strategy for its staff. Each ministry should also have a database to keep stock of its staff capacities that could assist the international organizations in selecting GoI participants.

Management of development results

The Paris Declaration calls for "managing and implementing aid in a way that focuses on the desired results and uses information to improve decision making."

One of the most acknowledged achievements of the UNDG ITF has been the high level of coordination among UN agencies in Iraq; this was noted by most interviewees from UN agencies, donors and the GoI. The pooled funding available under the UNDG ITF brought together the 16 participating UN agencies to offer a coordinated and coherent response to Iraq’s recovery, reconstruction and development priorities without competing for funds. The use of a cluster/sector approach and joint programming also facilitated the coordination and management for results. Further, the level of transparency and access to financial and programme information about the activities of the UNDG ITF significantly exceeded that of bilaterally funded projects.

Between 2004 and 2010, the UNDG ITF funded 45 joint programmes and 155 projects for a total of 200 programmes and projects. In this context, **programme** refers to activities managed by a single agency, while **project** refers to activities managed by two or more agencies. The LLE identified a number of benefits as well as challenges that the UN agencies faced in the programmes, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of Joint Programmes</th>
<th>Challenges of Joint Programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Availability of greater technical expertise within the programme.</td>
<td>• Difficulty coordinating activities between or among the involved agencies and confusion regarding the protocols for communication, reporting and decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coordinated approach to cross-cutting issues.</td>
<td>• Lack of clarity on the overall accountability for results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Greater coverage of wider geographic areas.</td>
<td>• The absence of a lead agency with overall programmatic oversight resulted in each agency focusing only on delivering its own set of programme components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Healthy competition among participating agencies and hence improved management for results.</td>
<td>• Increased costs as more efforts, time and logistical resources were spent on coordination and communications among the participating agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lower cost of operations due to sharing project managers among agencies, and jointly assessing needs and/or evaluations.</td>
<td>• Slow reaction and/or response to issues and problems due to the sharing of responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accountability for development and operational results

The Paris Declaration calls upon donors and partner countries to be mutually accountable for development.

As per the MoU between the AA and the participating UN organizations, each UN agency was required to follow its internal, corporately agreed Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) processes. This arrangement did not foster a culture of joint M&E for mutual or shared accountability. In addition, due to the decentralized nature of the UN system, the UNDG ITF SC lacked the mandate to maintain broad programmatic oversight of UN agency work. This issue was often visible in joint programmes when one agency fell behind schedule, affecting the flow of a joint programme, while neither the other participating UN agency or agencies, nor the SC had the mandate to hold that agency to account.
The overall responsibility of reporting on the progress of the UNDG ITF to donors and the GoI was in the hands of the AA. Initially on a semi-annual and later on an annual basis, the AA produced comprehensive narrative and financial reports on progress against the results stipulated in the clusters/sectors funded by the UNDG ITF. The semi-annual and annual reports included comprehensive sector reports that provided information on the operating context, challenges, status of individual project implementation and achievement toward outputs and outcomes. In addition, quarterly reports were produced by each implementing agency that summarized the progress and achievements of all UNDG ITF projects and programmes, along with key implementation-related challenges. The AA provided real value to UNDG ITF stakeholders and partners by providing comprehensive information. Created in early 2010, the MDTF Gateway website has all documents related to the UNDG ITF and other MDTFs managed by UNDP MDTF Office. The website has further improved access to UNDG ITF related information, creating greater transparency.

Despite the extensive reporting process, almost all interviewed donors shared similar concerns regarding UNDG ITF reporting. The key issue identified by predominately field-based donors—with whom the majority of interviews were conducted—was the inability to receive information about which specific projects their contributions were supporting. Their expectation that they would receive such information contradicts the legal arrangements of the pooled funding MDTF mechanism, which the same donors have signed. This may indicate a lack of understanding among field-level donors about the pooled-funding mechanism; the UNDG ITF legal agreement between the AA and the contributing donor most often was signed at the headquarter level. As donor staff assigned to Amman or Baghdad changed over time they were not informed by their headquarter of the MDTF legal terms, perhaps resulting in inaccurate expectations.

**Development Effectiveness Review**

**Context**

The development effectiveness of the UNDG ITF in Iraq was assessed on the basis of evidence of its contribution to the economic growth of the country and any significant achievements against the Millennium Development Goals (MDG).

The findings revealed that despite some encouraging economic trends in Iraq, there are still significant gaps in the essential development indicators across the wider population. This warrants a need for continued development assistance and collaboration with Iraq.

Although it is the largest of the UN MDTFs, the UNDG ITF was much smaller than Iraq’s total bilateral aid since 2003. The overall results and development impact in Iraq is only partly attributable to the UNDG ITF, a relatively small contributor.

**Overall achievements of the UNDG ITF**

Iraq’s needs were identified from three strategic documents: the Joint Iraq Needs Assessment (JNA) (2003), undertaken by the UN and WB; the National Development Strategy (NDS) (2005) issued by the MoPDC; and the revised NDS (2007). Based on these needs, the UN Iraq Assistance Strategies of 2005 and 2008 were drafted. The identified needs presented a dual challenge for Iraq’s newly elected government as there was a continuing and pressing need to deliver essential services for the majority of the population and to overcome current and historical disparities in the standards of living and quality of life among the various population groups. Additionally, there was also a need to take strides towards nation building and to set the foundation for stability and growth in an attempt to overcome the remnants of more than three decades of war, dictatorship and sanctions. In part, the UNDG ITF served as an important mechanism to support the GoI and the people of Iraq in overcoming these major challenges.

At the start of the UNDG ITF in January 2004, there were clear needs identified in a number of sectors and fundamental themes further reiterated by the UN Iraq Assistance Strategies. Such needs ranged from short-term recovery and rehabilitation to longer-term development and state building. At the onset, and in line with the IRFFI ToRs, the UNDG ITF focused on rehabilitation projects including basic infrastructure, resumption and provision of essential services and electoral processes. As a result, attention did not focus on some of the strategic longer-term development needs, such as physical infrastructure, institutional development and reform, and policy and regulatory frameworks necessary for long-term sustainable development, until relatively late in the life of the UNDG ITF. This trend was evident in the changing nature of the projects approved in later
years, although it was restricted by the limited availability of funds due to the disbursement of a major proportion of the UNDG ITF funds in the first three years of operations. Overall, Iraq’s long-term development needs, especially policy and regulatory reform across sectors, improvements to the business and investment environment, strengthening the private sector, and reform of the public sector and civil administration, received less attention. An examination of the 200 projects and programmes approved by the UNDG ITF supports this finding. While this can be understood in the particular context of Iraq, in retrospect an opportunity was missed to balance the activities of the UNDG ITF-funded projects along with a spectrum of short- and medium-term development interventions.

On a positive note, throughout the lifespan of the UNDG ITF, projects were implemented with an intentional balance across all governorates of Iraq. A Key Performance Indicator (KPI) on coverage by governorates based on completed4 projects and programmes by 2010 shows a near-equal distribution of the implemented projects across all 18 governorates.

In order to complete the assessment of the development effectiveness of the UNDG ITF, the LLE team conducted an in-depth review of 60 projects and programmes using the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC) criteria on aid effectiveness: Relevance, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Results and Sustainability.

**Relevance**

The OECD DAC defines relevance as “the extent to which the objectives of a development intervention are consistent with beneficiaries’ requirements, country needs, global priorities and partners’ and donors’ policies.”5 The definition also includes the relevance of the objective or design of a development intervention as circumstances change on the ground.

To assess relevance, a number of KPIs were considered. Accordingly, 43 percent of the reviewed projects undertook either a project-level needs assessment or another form of baseline study. This is seen as a positive finding within the challenging context of Iraq, as project-specific needs assessment would ensure relevance between project design and the needs of the target beneficiaries. In addition, 17 percent of the reviewed projects referred to a sector-level needs assessment during the design stage, while 26 percent of the reviewed projects referred to the National Development Strategy (NDS) or the UN Iraq Assistance Strategy. The remaining 31 percent of the reviewed projects did not provide any evidence of any needs assessment undertaken during the planning stage. While the evaluation reports generally linked to the NDS or JNA, the lack of concrete evidence of a specific basis for the design of the project activities indicated that some projects may not have been directly linked to specific needs of the beneficiaries.

Discussions with UNCT staff indicated that a project-specific needs assessment was difficult given the Iraqi context. However, the GoI representatives interviewed felt that considering the UN conducted most planning-level activities remotely, many UN projects were not relevant or did not directly correspond with the priorities of the GoI. It may therefore be concluded that working more rigorously and consistently with GoI counterparts to jointly assess the needs prior to implementation, or at least confirming the needs and priorities and reflecting this in the project design, would result in more relevant projects.

In addition, a case study undertaken by the LLE team on remote management indicates that the UN working remotely since 2004 has had an impact on the relevance of the projects despite the creative measures taken to overcome the challenges of managing remotely.

**Effectiveness**

The OECD DAC defines effectiveness as “the extent to which the development intervention’s objectives were achieved, or are expected to be achieved, taking into account their relative importance.”

The LLE used a gap analysis approach on a sample of 11 projects to assess effectiveness. The gap analysis exercise was used to analyze the extent to which the actual implementation and realized results deviated from the planned project activities and results.

---

4 The LLE team measured the KPI based on completed projects, as sometimes projects change the location of some activities during implementation due to constraints in the field in the initial geographic regions.

5 The definitions for all parameters are based on *Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results Based Management*, OECD Publication, 1007001 04 3P – No. 31678 2002
Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that the UNDG ITF projects have achieved significant progress in line with the planned objectives, despite the challenges faced during implementation and the earlier findings concerning relevance and the prevalence of short-term, quick impact projects over longer-term development projects. Flexibility during implementation and the ability to extend project durations and reallocate budgets between project activities enabled agencies to provide additional services and benefits on many of the 11 projects. The difficulties of managing remotely were overcome by different means. Some agencies recruited national staff and worked with local contractors and monitoring agents to ensure implementation success. Other agencies depended on working closely with their GoI counterparts at national and local levels to ensure national ownership at the implementation level. Notably, the involvement of GoI counterparts in needs assessment in addition to day-to-day implementation has led to more effective results and longer-term benefits than in cases where the GoI was less involved during project implementation. Another key technique for some projects was working with qualified international or national NGOs that had better access in the field and managed to work more directly in Iraq, although also managing their involvement remotely.

Efficiency

According to OECD DAC, efficiency is “a measure of how economically resources/inputs (funds, expertise, time, etc.) are converted to results.”

A review of the UNDG ITF projects suggests frequent delays during implementation. Reviewed projects on average had actual durations in excess of their planned duration by 18.3 months, or 122 percent of the planned duration. The actual implementation duration was up to 63 and 64 months respectively on two projects. While 20.3 percent of projects were delayed due to security conditions, other reasons were also prevalent. Delay due to lack of delivery capacity of the UN was indicated in 14.2 percent of the reviewed projects. A similar 14.2 percent of project delays was attributed to lack of delivery capacity of partners. GoI-side delays in the approval or implementation of major tasks or processes caused another 14.7 percent of project delays. Only 7.1 percent of delays were attributed to changes in the scope of work, where a change of scope request would be eligible if there was a change in the project location or a major change in the project activities. Based on this, it is evident that security conditions are an important factor, yet almost equally important are other factors relating to delivery capabilities of all partners including human and/or institutional capacities.

Delays are not always negative indicators, however. In several projects, delays were due to a request to expand the scope of work to other locations and/or to provide additional activities to remain relevant to the needs and requirements of the target groups. Therefore, while project delays could be seen as inefficient, the fact that some delays were due to an expansion of the level of service or geographic coverage of the project activities indicate the willingness and the flexibility of the UN to remain effective and relevant within the approved project allocations.

An equally important measure of efficiency is the cost of implementation. While most projects were completed below budget and unused funds were returned to the UNDG ITF, this might be attributable to delays in implementation and the cancellation of some activities. But it could also be attributable to over-ambitious budgeting during planning. The KPIs used to measure the composition of the budget for the 60 reviewed projects and programmes revealed the relative distribution of budget allocation across projects. Little insight was provided in the evaluation reports and the design of the budget line items did not provide enough clarity about programmatic costs versus non-programmatic or indirect costs to enable in-depth analysis of cost efficiency. In the future, a budget design that enables easier efficiency measurement is recommended.

Project-specific examples further indicated that practical delays and inefficiencies were faced during project activities. Most related to delays caused by limited institutional capacity or weak infrastructure in Iraq. In addition, security incidents or tightened security measures caused delays for many projects. Two specific examples, however, indicated that despite the major security challenges of 2006 and 2007, the agencies managed to achieve project completion within the planned duration, 12 and 9 months respectively, by leveraging the experience of implementation partners and working closely with local government and communities. Two other projects were completed in less than the planned durations of 8 and 18 months, by one month each.

Achievement of results

The OECD DAC criteria for assessing development aid looks at the impact of development interventions. Given the overall context of the UNDG ITF implementation and the transitional scope of interventions under UNDG ITF that ranged from quick-impact relief and recovery projects to long-term development initiatives, the LLE
has looked at the realization of intended results and their contribution to the broader development outlook in Iraq. The OECD DAC defines results as “the output, outcome or impact (intended or unintended, positive and/or negative) of a development intervention.”

An overall assessment of the scope of the selected 60 UNDG ITF programmes and projects indicate that 38.3 percent had a focus on physical asset creation or rehabilitation of physical infrastructure; 73.3 percent had a clear capacity development focus while 38.3 percent of the reviewed projects had a focus on provision of services such as distribution of goods or vaccines.

Another KPI analyzed the number of jobs created by the reviewed projects, based on the fact that employment creation was a cross-cutting theme for UNDG ITF funded activities. This KPI generated slightly unreliable results due to lack of consistency in the information available. However, a rough estimate based on the review of 60 evaluated projects suggests that 55,846 temporary jobs were created. In addition, 309,400 person days were created in 13 of the 60 projects. Finally, aggregated data from seven different projects indicated that 171,031 permanent jobs and 266 person days of employment were created from only 60 projects and programmes when the actual number of implemented programmes and project is 200.

The analysis based on the 60 UNDG ITF projects, scores of secondary documents including progress reports and feedback from stakeholders, indicate positive contributions of UNDG ITF towards the overall development of Iraq despite the many challenges faced during implementation. The results spread across the spectrum from tangible to intangible deliverables and contribution, with varying numbers and levels of completion at the time of the review. Projects have also contributed to employment and income generation in different geographical areas, with varying degrees of success and sustainability of jobs created. The degree of achievement and realization of results has varied across the sectors. For example, the water and sanitation sector continued to suffer, with many indicators still showing very slow progress towards meeting the minimum water access and quality benchmarks. On the other hand, sectors such as education and health have contributed significantly towards the achievement of relevant Millennium Development Goals (MDG) targets.

Overall, and based on the current status of Iraq’s progress against the MDG, it is evident that there remains significant work to be done in each sector to meet the MDG targets by 2015. On the economic growth front, there is still much to be done in a number of key economic and infrastructure sectors to pave the way for faster and more sustainable economic growth.

**Sustainability**

The OECD DAC defines sustainability as “the continuation of benefits from a development intervention after major development assistance has been completed. The probability of continued long-term benefits. The resilience to risk of the net benefit flows over time.”

The LLE depended on the 60 independent evaluation reports as the basis of assessing the development effectiveness parameters, including sustainability. Neither the evaluation reports nor the other project documents provided consistent or reliable enough information to enable a quantitative assessment of the sustainability dimension. The analysis eventually depended on evidence provided for some projects in the evaluation reports.

While many projects have produced sustainable results, there are a considerable number of projects that face the risk of unsustainable outputs and outcomes on either tangible or intangible results. This is a major area of concern, particularly to the GoI and donors who expect their investments to be sustainable in order to deliver a continued stream of benefits upon completion of programmes and projects. A GoI interviewee further commented, “There is a problem with quick disbursements of projects. Quick disbursement doesn’t mean good performance. UN is always in a hurry to get the project started and to show results. Quick results don’t mean good results and often are not sustainable. Iraq is a special case, where things take longer time to get accomplished.”
**Conclusion**

**Lessons learned—things that were done well**

The UNDG ITF was implemented in a post-conflict environment with high levels of violence, weak government capacity and the inability of UNCT to operate effectively within the country. Given this very challenging context, the UNDG ITF performed well and was able to disburse donor funds to address a wide range of issues that were in line with Iraq's needs and priorities. Despite the security challenges, the UNDG ITF has been operating continuously for seven years thus far and has remained flexible in adapting to the changing contextual environment and the expectations of donors and the GoI. This is evident in the transition in the scope of the UNDG ITF-supported programmatic interventions and the evolution in the UNDG ITF governance structures over the years.

The UNDG ITF was an indispensable mechanism in the Iraq development efforts for much of the period from 2004 to 2010. It enabled the UNCT to provide much-needed support to the Iraqi people in key areas and sectors of importance. In particular, projects funded by the UNDG ITF made a significant contribution to establishing a modern electoral process and support for a democratic system in Iraq, which is a unique outcome within the region. The projects also provided needed services and goods in the key sectors of health and education, which resulted in Iraq being able to provide these two basic social services across the country. In addition, the projects addressed historical disparities between the 18 Governorates of Iraq, and UN agencies made efforts to address the neediest and most vulnerable population groups. The projects contributed substantially towards recovery and rehabilitation across sectors from agriculture to housing, electricity, water and sanitation, and cultural heritage.

The efforts funded by the UNDG ITF would have been much less feasible if the fund had not been in place. On one hand, the availability of funding under the UNDG ITF enabled the UN agencies to undertake a coordinated approach to planning, implementation and reporting. Resource mobilization costs have been very low especially during the initial few years of UNDF ITF and efforts required were lower, especially at the start of the UNDG ITF’s life when financial resources were abundant. On the other hand, coordination for project design through the cluster and the Sector Outcome Team (SOT) mechanisms enabled the UN agencies to reduce duplication, ensure programmatic synergies and work jointly.

As the first MDTF to be administered by the UN, the UNDG ITF experience has demonstrated the UN system’s ability to adapt to the fast-evolving challenges of an unusual post-conflict environment. The significant improvements and shifts in the operational parameters and the status of development parameters indicate the commitment and the abilities of the UN and its partners to effectively meet the terms set out in the IRFFI ToR for the benefit of the people of Iraq. The varying degree of stakeholder involvement has had varying effects on the programmatic and operational dimensions of the UNDG ITF. Over time and to a great extent, however, the UN managed to enhance stakeholder engagement in the spirit of national ownership, mutual accountability, and improved management for results.

**Lessons learned—things that could be done better**

As elaborated in the report, there are many lessons learned that suggest need for further improvement not only for the next phase of multi-donor funding for Iraq but also for other UN-administered MDTFs. Of particular importance in the context of a post-conflict situation is the need to maintain simultaneous focus on short- and long-term (transition) needs and priorities from the very outset. The longer-term vision should be reflected in the short-term interventions. In line with the IRFFI ToR, a high proportion of UNDG ITF programmes and projects had a short-term focus, combined with a mandate to implement quickly and show results. This made sense for emergency interventions and was also in line with the donor agenda to provide quick, demonstrable support to the people of Iraq. With the benefit of hindsight, however, it indicates a missed opportunity to plan for transition from short-term needs to the longer-term development. The missed opportunity can be attributed to two primary factors:

- The GoI’s involvement in defining the priorities for the UNDG ITF interventions was not optimized. While the GoI was involved in the process by design, real GoI counterpart contribution and engagement varied by agency, sector and the project being implemented.
The focus on short-term results and quick results-oriented recovery and rehabilitation projects continued until 2008, after which the focus shifted to institutional and capacity development with a long-term development focus. The lack of attention to the long-term was in itself an obstacle to the implementation of many projects. For example, weaknesses in institutional capacity and processes of government counterparts, as well as weak or non-existent codes and regulations, caused delays in project implementation. A country that is rebuilding from scratch warrants as much focus on long-term development, including the development and strengthening of institutional, governance and human assets, as key immediate and shorter-term needs such as rehabilitation of basic services and infrastructure.

Most donors are insistent on earmarking their contributions to specific areas and/or agencies in line with their own aid agendas. By doing so, the donors feel they are better able to track the use of their contributions and have some demonstrable visibility. These donors persist in demanding that almost all their contributions be earmarked and continue to complain, despite significant improvements, about the UNDG ITF reporting by the MDTF Office. The PwC opines that the donors and the UN must resolve this particular issue in light of the Paris Declaration to realistically manage the donor expectations in any future MDTF. At the same time, both the donors and the UN need to provide much greater initial focus on setting up strong, consistent, independent, high quality monitoring, reporting and evaluation processes which will provide the required and accessible levels of detail and transparency. A credible accountability mechanism will generate increased levels of trust and will provide timely, reliable and evidence-based information to all stakeholders for improved decision making and policy setting.